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(there are almost as many programmes on the television about archaeology at the moment as there are on
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gardening or cooking), the countryside, guns and warAnnual General Meeting
fare, local history, or of come genealogy (rapidly beThe Making of the High Weald ..
coming the nation's favourite pastime). And we need
Presentation to our Retiring Secretary to respond to this interest, by working to provide the
means by which people can access this part of their
F i b a c k s in Dorchester
Helen Peorce heritage.
Book Reviews:
Thomas Western by Ruth Rhynas-Brown Experiments at the Group's bloomery on Ashdown
Jeremy Hodgkinson Forest have begun to show results which are wmparaAngerstein's Dhry
Tim Smith ble with others being carried out in other parts of the
Foray to Blackham
Brian Herbert country, and an exchange of data has begun to take
Experimental Smelting
RH and DMM place. It remains the aim of the smelting group to repFortbcomiug Events
licate the cinder we find on our forays, and by that
Notes, News and Things to Do:
means to come closer to the methods used by Roman
Links with the Historical Metallurgy
and medieval iron makers.
Society
List of Iron Sites
As always, the Committee and 1 look forward to hearList of Firebacks
ing of any newly discovend sites, documems or arteThe Tebbutt Fund
facts. For the meantime, though, I wish you an enjoyContact Names and Addresses
able new year.
Copy Dates
Group Discussion-Track and Transport
Yours sincerely
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Jeremy Hodgkinson

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Dear Fellow Members,
This autumn, WIRG played host to the Historical Metallurgy Society at its annual conference, held at Seaford. The last time the conference had taken the Weald
as its theme was more than 20 years ago, so it was a
great pleasure to show their members, some of whom
had travelled fTom as far as America, the most prolific
iron production area in Britain before the Industrial
Revolution.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
There was a good attendance at our AGM in July.
The following report was presented by the Chairman, concerning the Group's activities for the
year :

The Committee has met four times in the past year,
and at each meeting has received a repolt on the
Group's finances, and on the Tebbutt Research Fund.
The Group has been represented on the Ashdown ForThis year I seem to have spent a lot of time talking to est Training Area Consenation Committee and the
people about the iron indusay in the Weald - in even- steering committee for the proposed Historic Ironing classes and lectures to local societies, in articles, working Centre at Horam, Sussex.
and now even on television programmes. But what
makes all this such a pleasure is the genuine interest The Group's Annual General Meeting for 2001 was
that the public have in the subject, for there seems to held at Ellens Green, Surrey, on 28th July. Diana
be something for everyone, whether it is archaeology Chatwin gave a lecture on the historical background to
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the Dedisham ironworks, and members visited the
sites after lunch. During the meeting, grants @omthe
Tebbutt Research Fund were presented to Irene
Scmfer-Kolb, of Leicester University, to assist with
a project to compare material from Romano-British
ironworking sites in the Weald and the Midlands,
and to Mike Clinch, Secretary of the Kent Underground Research Group, to assist in the expense of
surveying the Snape iron mine, near Wadhurst.
The Winter Meeting was held on 2 February 2002 at
Nutley, where members heard a lecture by Paul
Booth, of Oxford Archaeology, on the excavation of
the Romano-British settlement and associated ironworking, at Westhawk Farm, near Ashford, Kent.
The Field Group meeting took place on Sunday 9
September and a programme of seven forays was
planned, with some which had been postponed in the
previous season rescheduled. The aim of the first
foray, to Park Wood, Burwash, in October, was to
excavate material which could date the site, which
had been discovered earlier in the year. Unfortunately, neither of the sherds of pottery discovered
was considered a reliable guide to the age of the site,
when submitted for expert identification.
At the November foray, fieldwalking in the extension to the 1970s Study Area continued, and a previously unknown bloomery site was discovered north
east of Heathfield. Trial henching of the bloomery
site at Stumbleholm, Ifield was the subject of the
December foray, but again no datable material was
recovered. Two forays to continue fieldwalking in
the Blackham area in the north for Hartfield parish
were included in the Field Group's programme, and
the first of these, in January 2002, was particularly
rewarding, with four hitherto undiscovered bloomery
sites being found. Another site was also found when
the Study Area was revisited in Februazy.
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foray' should be held, so that Field Group members
wuld meet and discuss matters of mutual interest, resulted in a gathering at Dot & Tony Meades' house
in May. Those attending enjoyed an unstructured opportunity to bring items or documentary material and
talk about them in a relaxed atmosphere. The occasion is likely to be repeated.
The leaflet announced at last year's AGM was
printed during the summer, and is being distributed
to libraries, and made available at lectures and conferences. Two newsletters have been published during the past year, with a regular mix of short articles
and notices. My thanks to Dot Meades, the editor,
and to Brian Herbert, who was able to arrange printing until last autumn. David Brown has been able to
organize printing of the latest issue. Under David
Crossley's editorship, Volume 22 of the Group's annual Bulletin, Wealden Iron, is published this summer, through the continuing generosity of West Sussex County Planning Department.
During the year, Chris Bmmiield expressed a wish
to hand over the management of the Group's internet
web site and, following an appeal in the Newsletter,
Tony Singleton offered to take over. He has r e
freshed its appearance and there are plans under consideration to extend the scope of the site. Links to
other web sites of potential interest to members are
added from time to time, and those with access to the
internet are urged to log on periodically to see what
updates have taken place. (www.wea1deniron.0rg.uk
Suggestions for themes that might be included on the
web site will be welcomed.
Experimental iron smelting has continued, and added
impetus has been given to the trials at Pippingford by
the opportunity to h e the results analysed, and by
comparison with other groups who are canying out
similar work. A regular team is now established, and
with supplies of local raw materials more easily
available, the number of smelting days is likely to increase. A demonstration smelt is being organized for
the weekend of the Historical Metallurgy Conference
in September. It is hoped that reports of the experiments will soon be published on the Group's web
site.

n March, two short forays, explored the possibility of
early water-powered sites. The site of a former pond
at Spoods Farm, Hadlow Down, yielded insufficient
evidence, although ironworking had taken place
nearby; and documentary evidence of medieval ironworking at Warbleton wuld not be positively associated with a former pond site in that parish. The final The Committee has been considering ways in which
foray, again to Blackham, in April, failed to live up some of the Group's money might be spent. Royalto the success of the earlier one to the same are%and ties received from the sale of copies of The Iron Inno new sites were discovered.
dushy oj'rhe Weald have given the Group a modest
income, and suggested projects in furtherance of its
A suggestion during the season, that an 'indoor aims have included the conservation of key primary
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that the Weald was a landscape shaped by man, and
that the human colonisation of the region, as much as
its natural inheritance, defined its character. Dr Harris then charted this colonisation, fiom the evidence
of Mesolithic occupation, through the transhumance
The Group has continued to be consulted on matters of communities fiom the Downs scarp-foot areas, to
concerning Wealden iron. Among those who have the beginnings of permanent settlement. He sugdone so in the last year are Maidstone Br District Ar- gested that such transhunance may have predated
chamlogical Society, BBC Television, Granada the Roman occupation and continued through it into
Television, West Sussex County Planning Office, the the Saxon period, and questioned whether this arDepartment for Farming and Rural Affairs, and the gued against the existence of an Imperial Estate in
Sussex Industrial Archaeology Society. Also, during the Roman period that excluded all but industrial acthe past year, the Group mounted an exhibition at a tivity. Dr Harris also drew particular attention to the
Local History Fair in East Grinstead.
work of Jaime Kaminski on the iron industry in the
Weald in the Roman period, which is unpublished,
It has been sad to note the deaths of two redoubtable but which some WlRG members may remember
members of the Group: Charles Blick, while never hearing six years ago, and referred to the inconcluan active member of the Group, retained a profes- sive evidence for woodland management in the Rosional interest - he had a lifetime in the iron and man period. Dr Harris concluded by describing the
steel industry - and for many years he provided a gradual process whereby the growth of new settlevaluable link with the Historical Metallurgy Society, ments in the Weald was linked to the assarting of
of which he was founder member. Even in retire- waste.
ment, and following a serious illness, his corresponDr Harris is the author of a booklet on The
dence always bubbled with enthusiasm and encour- Making of the High Weald, published by the High
agement. Margaret Tebbutt had been a Committee Weald Unit, and he told the members that he was inmember, an editor of the newsletter, and an indexer tending publishing his researches on a web site,
of the earlier Bulletins. She remained an active mem- which could be updated with the latest research
ber of the Field Group, and was always delighted to
JH
present the awards of the Tebbutt Research Fund, A Tribute and a Presentation to o u r Retiring
which had been set up in celebration of the work of Secretary
her late husband, Fred. Her wise counsel will be hank you, Shiela, for all your hard work for WIRG
sorely missed.
over the last fifteen years! That was the message
fiom us all at this year's AGM. As Vice-Chairman
In expressing my thanks to the officers and commit- and editor of the Newsletter, I have on many occatee members for their support, I must Pay special sions been grateful for Shiela's unfailing support and
tribute to Shiela Broomfield, who this year relin- so I should like to add a little to our Chairman's tribquishes the post of Hon. Secretary afta fifteen years. ute.
She has been able to bring to the role all the essential
organizational and administrative skills, together For the last ffi- years; she has kept notes of cornwith a Strong pWS0nd interest in archaeology, as mitree meetings, M-unicated
with other goups on
well as a thoroughl~usefir1 acquaintance with a sub- our behalf, sent out innumerable notices of meetings,
stantial number of key individusls in archaeology in m i t t e e minutes, m g e d our public meetings,
the south east. I am delighted that she has expressed etc. ~ 1done
1 promptly and with no fuss.
a wish to remain on the Committee.
Jeremy Hodgkhon July 2002 Moreover, we have been by no means the only ones
to benefit &om her generous gift of time. I think that
The Making of the High Weald - D r Roland none of us realized quite how much she has been inHarris, Rural Character Adviser for the High volved with other societies - mostly archaeological
during that time. To name but a few:
Weald AONB Unit
sources, some of which, because of their condition,
are not in a fit state for use by researchers at the record ofices where they are held; and the publication
of such sources electronically.

-

In an interesting and thought-provoking talk, ~r ~ a r The
- Council for British Archaeology South Eaat. Since
fis initially outlined the natural
of the ~ t s~nceptionshe has served successively as wmmittee
member, viwchairman, chairman, secretary and throughfrom
and land- out that time has been their membership secretaty. Presforms to its vegeta~on.He -phasised,
however, sure of other work has meant that she will give this up in
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November London Archaeology has been the magazine
of record for archaeolo~v
-. in the metro~olisfor over thirtv
years. Shiela has been treasurer and subscription secretary
for more than twenty years and also handles distribution
of the magazine to subscribers from her home. ~~~t
Archaeological Society. Shiela is a member of their
Council, the Fieldwork committee and the Finance cornmittee and since May 2000 bas been membership secretary Tonbridge Historical Society: committee member
since 1980, chairman and now secretary she has led the
archaeological group since 1980.
Shiela has also a good deal of practical archaeological experience and is not afraid to get her hands dirty in a good
cause; some years ago she took a diploma in archaeology
as a mature
to further her expertise. =onbridge
Music Club: treasurer and membership secretary - Shiela
says that she enjoys this as a change from history and
archaeology.

FIREBACKS IN DQRCHESTER RIlUSEUM

COunv

has a number
Museum in
of cast iron firebacks on display. As so often, there
is no mention of Wealden lron in the item desrriptions as such. Museum records only reveal that they
were acquired in the late 1 9 ' and
~ early 20'~centuries,
mostly from houses in Dorchester. Some if not all
the patterns may be familiar to readws. n e r e is a
version of the Lenard fireback, badly cracked at the
hase, which the display informs was manufactured at
Brede
Furnace in 1636 fie as inscribed). Another,
,
"~cribed "C.l..R." centre top depicts the Royal Oak
in which Charles I1 hid d u ~ his
g fli& after the
Battle of Worcester 1651. This is also damaged with
part of the base missing. Recorded as manufactured
in the 171hcentury

Bearing all this in mind, we must count ourselves
fortunate to have had Shiela as our secretary for the
last fifteen years. We were sony when she resigned
but quite understand that she has to reduce her work
load and are grateful for all her kind and eff~cient
work for the GToup. We are pleased that she will remain on our committee.
As a memento of her fifteen years with us, Shiela
was presented with a mounted piece of the fifteenth
bloom to be smelted by our experimental smelting
group. The piece of bloom was partly ground and
polished (one side was left in in natural state) and
mounted by John Baillie
DMM

Neptune

An unsourced fireback (see illustrafionubovr) shows
Neptune under a canopy; a waterfall at his feet cascades into a pool in which three dolphins play, and
three seahorses arise. It is inscribed "DUW YDYW
EIN CADERNID ( W D IS OUR STRENGTH) and
is estimated to have been manufactured in 1724 or
later that century Two other firebacks are plain, one
dated 1728 with unknown provenance.

To Shiela Broomfield
Hon. Secretary Wealden lron Research Gmup 1987-2002
With grateful thanks from the Committee and Memben

A fireback in good condition represents a scene h m
the biblical three day pestilence story, told in 11 Samuel XXIV. King David lu~eelsby an altar on which
is a burning sacrifice. Behind him haunah the Jebusite or the prophet Gad stand, while a flying angel
holds a sword and skull aloft, with Jerusalem in the
background. This was acquired from "Morton's
House", at nearby Corfe Castle. Another fuehack
shows the same scene with identical dimensions.
This one is in poor wndition and broken at the base,
described as being cast from a broken original. How-

ever, this fireback is larger because it has a wider
border (See illustmtions below). There are no manufacture dates with either.

BOOK REVIEWS
R R Angerstein's Illustrated Travel Diary,

1753-1755
thanks to
DOrset
Furnaces to cucumbers - The illustrated
Museum, who supplied the information about their tlavels of a Swede in BrEain 1753-55
biblical fueback.
that firebacks should be
somewhere, especially if they are in Museums outside the usual counties. A good starting point is a
book by J Manwaring Baines, a past curator of Hastings Museum, who suggests that classical and biblical scenes were a continental fashion which was copHelen Pearce
ied here.

In 1753, the Swedish engineer, Reinhold Riicker
Angerstein spent two years journeying through England and the Welsh borders to assess the Nation's development in matters of technology, enginewing and
agriculture.

Financed partly by the Swedish Government, partly
by the Swedish lron Producers Association
Mi~htI suggest that anyone who wmes across firebacks (Jernkontoret- still in existence) and partly by private
20 Swedish engiwhen travelling or holidaying in this countryshould send companies, he was one of at
the details to me for publication in the Newsletter, ln this neers who visited Britain in the 18th and 19th centuries to ascertain the market for Swedish bar iron in
way, it would be less of a task for any one person and
tentially many locations could be covered. An archive Britain and the technological competence of the
would he gradually built up. Many houses that are open to country's iron industry in compering with that of
visitors have firebacks, as well as the museums.
Sweden. The British demand for iron grew rapidly in
llMM
the 18IhCentury as the Industrial Revolution took
hold, and over half of this iron was supplied by Sweden. In 1699, Swedish exports of iron to Britain
amounted to 15.3kt, accounting for half of all Swedish iron exports and 80% of Britain's iron imports.
By the time of Angerstein's visit, imports of Swedish
iron had increased in volume to 24.5kt -nearly 60%
of Sweden's total exports - but this only supplied
64% of Britain's needs, the remainder being produced domestically or imported largely from Russia
and the and to a lesser extent from Spain and Ammica. In
~h~
eopy-the three day fact, by 1767, iron impom from Russia exceeded
those from Sweden, which was never again the
pestilence
dominant supplier.
This awareness of the highly competitive nature of
the trade in iron is reflected in many of Angerstein's
diary entries where, in each region of the country he
visited, he compares the prices of imported iron and
locally produced iron. The latter provides an invaluable insight into British ironmaking as it not only includes the prices of raw materials but also the wages
paid to the different categories of workers.
A very revealing conclusion is that the production
costs of British iron were twice those of Swedish.
For example, he quotes the selling price of Swedish
bar iron at forges in Viinnland as £9-1 5 per ton and
the price of the same iron sold in Britain as $18,
Note the larger which was still less than that of locally produced iron
border On this which was also inferior in quality - at least as far as
COPY
steelmaking was concerned. He puts much of the
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higher cost of production in Britain down to the high
cost of chmcoal - ten to fifteen times more expensive
than in Sweden and chastises the British for not planting more trees and managing their forests better.

iron from the Dannemora region for steelmaking and

Surprisingly, although coke had been introduced for
ironmaking in Britain some 45 years earlier (1709 by
Abraham Darby lst), he reports on only two blast furnaces using coke that of Abraham Daby in Coalbrookdale and the Clifton Blast furnace near Workington in NW England. He records that iron made from
coke was more expensive than that made from charcoal
and that while it was suitable for making castings, it was
unsuitable for fining to bar iron; he comments that the
cause was more related to the refusal of the smiths to
adopt new habits in finin& than to the iron itself. The
higher cost of coke-produced iron was attributed to a
high wastage of coal on coking in 'beehive' piles and
the lower productivity fiom the coke blast furnace, for
example only 12 13t of iron per week was produced
when fired with coke compared with 18 - 19t when
charcoal was used. He does, however, comment on the
use of 'mineral' coal in fining hearths (to produce low
carbon bar iron from pig iron) and comments on the exceptional cost saving this provided, the cost of &el per
ton of refined iron dropping 92%, from 23-15s (£3.75)
when using charcoal to 6s (£0.3) when using coke.
(However this was before the time of Court and his reverberatory puddling furnace of 1784 so quality would
have been compromised).

Angerstein was not always welcomed by the owners of
the works he visited and sometimes resorted to bribing
workmen to gain access. He spent less than 24 hours in
Sheffield where his keen interest in Huntsman's cmcible steelmaking process was such that he was warned to
leave the City. However, he succeeded in visiting eight
of the 10 tinplate works then operating in Britain following the perfecfion of the process by Major John
Hanbury in 1728. Angerstein's interest in tinplate was
no doubt to report back to one of his private backers,
Jennings and Finley, who had unsuccessfully tried to establish a tinworks in Sweden.

-

-

rightly identifies the higher concentration of manganese
in this iron as being beneficial in the cementation process.

Regrettably, Angerstein's travels took him no closer to
the Weald than his linal journey from London to Dover.
His keen observations would have been an invaluable
source of information on the operation of the blast furnaces in the Weald. We can be consoled with his descriptions of blast fiunaces, finery forges and chafery
forges, in particular in the Welsh borders and Cumbria
However, the fact that he did not consider it necessary
to visit the Weald probably reflects a 'quiet' time in demand for ordnance - still a major activity of the region.
For example in the period 1750 - 1770 Wealden blast
furnaces supplied 15000t of ordnance to the Crown (this
figure excludes cannon cast for merchant shipping)
On his visit to Coalbrookdale he witnessed the wide
compmd with 3500t from all other sources. However,
Angerstein's lack of interest in the region may also rerange of artefacts cast and the cheapness of these, and
here demonstrates his technical prowess when witness- flect the Weald's rapidly dating technologies. Soon,
ing workmen fdlimg cavities in the castings with copper, Staffordshire was to become the centre of canon manufacture with Willcinson's patented boring machine
commenting (in his diary - not to the workmen) that
placing burning coals on top of the casting head would (copied from a Dutch model in Woolwich Arsenal), the
have ensured better feeding during solidification. The
casting of solid cannon bodies and the remelting of pig
borinr of wlinders for Newcomen steam eneines is il- iron with scran in an air furnace to better control the
luw-ed a d described but some of the wGkmen evi- carbon cont&t and temperature of casting. Also, Abradently had a joke at Angerstein's expense as he refers to ham Darby had perfected the casting of thin walled iron
a cylinder being cast f& an engine &I Redruth (for the
vessels a& e v e day utensils at ~oalbrookdalein his
Cornish tin mines) as being large enough for a man to
coke fued furnace.
ride his horse through - in fact even the largest cylinders
did not exceed 90 inches. Not surprisingly, there is no
Interestingly, Angerstein's observations on the higher
reference to the world famous cast iron bridge at Coal- production costs of pig iron made from coke compared
brookdale since this was not to be built until 1777.
with that fiom charcoal, and his recording of only two
coke fired blast fumaces in his travels, indicate that it
Much of the Swedish bar iron was converted to steel by was not the change from charcoal to coke in the blast
recarburising it in cementation furnaces. Here he faith- furnace that was losing the Weald its iron industry, but
fully records local preferences in operation, for exam- rather its inability to increase its output to take advanple, the chests were packed with charcoal made from ju- tage of the nascent industrial revolution driven by
niper in one location, while oak was preferred in ansteam, a commodity that required plentiful supplies of
other. He comments on the preference to use Swedish
cheap coal.

-

-

While there are some 83 references relating to iron in
zeNe Tel + 44 (0)1524 68765 wwn~.gazellebooks.co.uk)
Tim Smith
the diaries - some tunning to several pages - Angerstein
records almost everything he found of interest. There
Illustrationsfmm the Diary:
are many entries on mining, from the tin and copper
mines of Comwall, to the lead mines of Derbyshire and
': f;
.1
:
Cuntbria. Numerous entries describe coal mining and
II
include a sketch of a 'spark' machine to give light underground without the 'risk' of igniting f w p
(methane), which a naked flame was known to do.
;. .Comments on society are also sometimes included. from
the Cornish 'hags' smoking pipes, to the fear of highwaymen on his travels and the sight of gallows along
the road to deter them.

1)

Also scattered among the dominant entries on engineering topics are comments on agriculture - the type of
crops grown, the merits of marl over lime in fertilising
fields - and even recipes, for example how to pickle cucumbers.

Flaxley Blast Furnace, Gloucester, produced behveen 12
and 22 tons of iron a week

The translation of the book into English was evidently a
labour of love. Commenced by Torsten Berg, the task
was comaleted on his death bv his son Peter. The E ~ Q lish is excellent, the only possible confusion being the
fTequent reference to 'coal' instead of 'charcoal', but the
distinction is made clear by the use of the term 'mineral
coal' wherever the fossil fuel is referred to. The 378
page book includes some 360 sketches redrawn at the
time from Angerstein's original daybooks. These in
themselves provide superb detail of many of the structures and equipment.

-

Each of the six journeys undertaken are recorded as
separate chapters liberally annotated with comments by
the editors. 7hme are also 10 pages of introductory text,
three appendices listing source materials, iron identification stamps and details of translation methods and
weights, measures and currency conversions. There are
also 38 bibliography references and an excellent index
The book ~rovidesone of the most comorehensive records of industry and life in Britain in the mid 18" century available today. While this is a bonus for British
readers, the descriptions of the technologies employed
are relevant throughout Europe and beyond. Indeed, after leaving England, Angerstein travelled for a further
six months through Belgium and Holland. So perhaps
there are further archives held by Jemkontoret ripe for
publication.

RR Angerstein 3 Nlustrated lkavef Diary, 1753-1 755,

The water wheel at pontgpool forge (note the water is
taken from the bottom of the pond)

Ruth R. Brown, 'Thomas Westerne: TheGreat Ironmonger', Journal of the Ordnance Society, 13 (2001), 39-53.

l'mn.~lalcd
by ?or.sten& Peter Berg is Published by the Thomas Westeme was one of the most important figures
to emerge in the Wealden iron industry during its enScience Museum. I.ondon. ISBN 1 900747 24 3
forced restructuring in the second half of the 17th cen(hardback 378pp) Price £34-95. (Availablefrom Gutury. His career owed much to his marriage with Martha

Go& whose family had many connections with the iron
industry. That connection was reinforced a generation
later when Westerne's daughter, also Martha, married
her cousin, Peter Gott. Westerne had been dealing in
iron just before his marriage in 1751 but within a few
years he had takcn on Brede furnace and begun casting
ordnance for the government. Later he was to include
the East India Company and other overseas buyers as
customers. Westerne also involved himself in the politics of the City of London, and with the wealth accumulated over 40 years of business was able to purchase a
countly estate at Rivenhall in Essex, where he was buried beneath a handsome iron plate in 1707.

wards to Holpych Oast (4837 40271 and whilst some
small pieces of stag were found nothing of note was discovered. The party's attention was drawn by thc owner
of the Oast to the existence of a small quany adjacent to
the house, which cottld have been a source of sandstone
for the construction of local buildings.

From Holywych Oast the route of the foray turned south
along a bridle-path leading to Lunds Meadow (4850
4000), some 25 acres in area and currently under setaside. The surface of this field revealed numerous examples of Cyrena limestone and at one point, a marshy
depression where the underlying Wadhurst Clay had
broken through the sandy soil of the Ashdown FormaRuth Brown's interesting and readable account tion.
tells the foregoing narrative in considerable detail,
charting the complex family alliances (with two usefill Although this field is known to have been under cultifamily trees), and detailing the various ventures in the vation for many years, the scars left by mine pits of an
ordnance trade with which Westeme became involved. unknown era are still discemable. The woodland to the
The careers of several of his children are also touched south of Lunds Meadow, h a t Wood, also bore eviupon. The paper is ft~llyreferenced and a list of sources dence of a considerable number of minepits both large
is given, although a notable omission are the Dunn pa- and small, contiguous with those found in Cullinghurst
pers, microfilm copies of which are in East Sussex Rec- Wood during the foray earlier in the year. The possible
ord Office, and which include a number of accounts of site of a bloomeiy was found on the east bank of the
Westeme and others at Beckley and Socknersh furnaces. stream at 4850 3960.
One quibble.. .Collins' forge was not at Westfield, but
at Burwash, and was sold by William Westerne to John
EXPERIMENTAL SMELTING
Fiiller in 1700.

JSH

-

FORAY to Blackham 20" April 2002
The purpose of this foray was to search an area of land
wluch lies between two areas previously examined in
1999 and early 2002. Both of these areas had yielded
evidence of ironworking. The new area totals some 80
acres and is roughly rectangular in shape; it consists of
a mixture of pasture, set-aside and woodland, bounded
on the northem and eastern sides by streams.
The foray commenced at Langley Farm (4789 3985)
with an examination of the bed of the northernmost
stream which lies just below the farm. At this point the
water course was some twenty metres wide &d wntained the remains of an impoundment which it was
thought might have been a source of water for the
Heathe Place Farm complex, the water being raised to
the required level by means of an hydraulic ram, possibly in the 19"' or early 2uLh
century. Bloomery slag was
found along the top and on the sides of the dam, suggesting that the impoundment had been wnstnrcted over
an ironsmelting site.

Smelting team members inspect their bloom

The smelting group's activities this year:

The smelting team has managed 5 smells so far this
YeaL with only one dismal failure, although, in retrospect there was a good reason for this.

We continued to explore the seeam and its banks east- Our first task for the year was to win some more ore
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from Sharpthome Brickworks, Sx. "Win'' is perhaps an
exaggeration because it was all exposed on the sloping
quarty face, and vely little exertion was necessary pmviding a pick axe could be wielded and the plastic
(farm) bags of ore could be dragged to, and then lifted
into the vatl, where once again we were fortunate in
having a member with suitable transportation. We are
indebted to "IBSTOCK Building Products Ltd.", and
specificallyMr D.W. Myles, for allowing us into the
quany and even letting us drive to the location to pickup the ore, thus relieving us of the task of barrowing
the ore several hundred yards (metres) across the
quarry. Our new supplier of charcoal is Mr Mann of
Edenbridge, and at the moment he has his portable kiln
at Tulley's farm near Crawley, which is very convenient
as on one occasion, 4 sacks were transported by car,
complete with an oak anvil, and just leaving room for
my wife,Valerie!
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finished in the Weald. The ore was sent to Staffordshire,
by &ain, for smelting in a blast: furnace, but the undertaking only survived for a year. The Kent Underground
Research Group [KURG], which is clearing out the two
adits, arranged to meet us at the site on a very wet Saturday, and we fortunately found the heap of ore outside
the mine entrance, as mentioned by Straker (p290-291).
Many pieces of ore were too large to move and too hard
to break-up but enough was taken back to the melting
site for two smelts. It was duly broken up, with great
difficulty, masted, and re-broken small enough for
smelting. Although 15Kg of ore was smelted, no bloom
resulted. The ore was later analysed at Surrey University and found to have excessive silica (sand) for bloomery furnace operation, although it would have been suitable for a blast furnace.

The chemistry of the failure is as follows, and should be
read in conjunction with the last two paragraphs of this
Various combinations of tuyere angle, ore to charcoal
article. Some of the Fe (iron) in the ore must mix with
ratio, and air- flow rate have been tried, but all give a
the unwanted, but significant, minerals within the ore,
similar smelting efficiency; this is all rather annoying as [silica or sand, alumina or clay etc] to reduce the freewe should like to come up with some consistent optirunning temperature of the slag within the furnace and
mum operating conditions. For example, the tuyhre an- allow the slag to be tapped away from the bloom. It
gle has been varied fko-orn 15' "'up" to 30" "down". The
would appear that all the Fe in the Snape Wood ore had
former experiment was an approximate copy of Hemy been used up to make the slag molten enough to be
Cleere's experiment at Horam in 1970; it did show up a tapped.
problem when the slag actually ran down the tuyere and
solidified, prematurely stopping the experiment: but still The infrastmcture of the site has needed little anention;
we produced 1.54Kg of iron at an efficiency of 16%.
it remains much as Roger Adams built it c. 1986. The
The efficiency of all experiments, wherever they are
furnace was rebuilt by the present smelting team in
made, should be taken with a pinch of salt because it is 1995 and has survived 20 smelts, with only minor redifficult to ensure that there is no slag present in the
pairs. It is probably much more robust than the Roman
bloom. Also, there are two ways to express the effishaft furnace, on which it is based, because we made the
ciency (1) relative to the weight of the roasted ore, (2) wall about 1 foot thick [in those days, but now 300mm
relative to the amount of potential iron [Fe] in the
thick!]; we argued that a thicker wall would provide betroasted ore; the latter method gives the biggest number ter heat insulation, but this has to be balanced against
and is the more popular!
the energy required to heat-up a thick wall. The inside
of the furnace gets damaged due to the heat, especially
We have varied the air-flow rate, on successive smelts, just below the tuyere, the hottest place, where the bloom
is attached to the furnace wall, nevertheless, we are able
from 2 to 5 titredsecond, but without any appreciable
change in smelting efficiency, and the same is true For to repair the inside with out too much difficulty, althe ore:charcoal ratio which has been varied from 0.65:l. though it is a time-consuming task.
to 1.5:1. This might be compared to an experimental
bloomery operating in America, [web address: http://
Various "gadgets" have been made to make measureiron.wlu.edul] where Lee Sauder and Skip Williams are ments and help during the smelting process. For exampumping at 20 litredsecond, but of course, they are get- ple we have a direct reading "specific gravity" beam to
bigger blooms albeit in a differently shaped check the iron ore, this uses the usual principle of comting
and somewhat larger furnace.
paring the balance with the ore submerged in water and
then in air. There is now a window in the tuyere pipe to
Our spectacular failure occurred when hying to smelt allow a visual check to ensure that the tuyere is not
iron ore from Snape Wood, Wadhurst, E Sx. This seam blocking-up with slag. Soon, when a neutral density filof ore was dug from two adit mines near the top of the ter is added, it may allow us to see the bloom forming,
Ashdown Sand in 1857-58, long after the industry had as it is far too bright to see any detail at the moment.
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+Leo
TWOof the 25 litre bellows, made over 25 years ago, era1 m e is "magnetite", mdchemically it is F e P c d o c have been "re-leathered" with artists3 c-s
that has m r s m r o l l y [ a f m u g W n the WealdJIrmdismnuidered
been made air-tight with a silicone sealant.
a very rich iron r When added to the bloomeryfurnace in

b

small amounts, ~thas little efecr on the smeltingprocess but
It is always diff~cultto consolidate the bloom because can imver the melitngpozni ojthe slag frntroduced in the
we do not yet have a decent for gin^, hearth, and have correct quantity.

-

-

used the Gument that we should not waste initial heat
within the bloom as it comes &om the furnace. Taking
this to its extreme, we have actually hammered the
bloom within the very hot furnace, where a long
wooden pole substitutes as a hammer. Although this experiment has been successful, we are not sure that this
was done in the past. The down side of the process is
the extreme heat suffered by the hammer-man as he
tries to look down into the red-hot furnace, especially
when the hammer catches fire; not to mention the problem of turning the bloom to hammer another face.

0

1

Should any member require linther information or wish
to give us information, concerning our smelting activities, my email address is :- brianherbert@btinternet.com
Brian Herberi

Smelting continues:

The team now has the ability to make iron but unlike
their ancient predecessors are now to concentrate on
making slag! The ultimate aim has always been to produce slag similar in appearance and content to the remains we fmd in the course of fieldwork and excavation. One way to attempt this would be to smelt in a
The Historical Metallurgy Society's Annual conference furnace which would, as far as we can tell, replicate an
was held in the Weald this year. A demonstration smelt ancient one. At the moment our h a c e is of the shaft
was given on the Sunday and attended by a number of variety which we know was used in Roman times.
their members; a bloom was produced weighing 1.33Kg
with an efficiency of 10.2%.
However, the difficulties of replicating a furnace are
considerable. Firstly, no excavated fumace has survived
up to its full height, so we cannot be sure about either
Our latest smelt, No.20, was carried out using small
amounts of hammer scale with each charge [see final
the height or the shape of ancient furnaces. Indeed, it
seems unlikely that all h a c e s were the same in those
two paragraphs]. However, very little slag could be
tapped during the smelt, but when retrieving the bloom days of dimcult communication and secret skills; excaa large piece of once-molten slag, weight 650% had to vation has shown there were at least two distinct types
and judging from the slag there could be more. The slag
be manoeuvred out of the tapping arch. The bloom
weighed in at 2.2Kg with an efficiency of 11%.
left on Wealden sites varies: we find rough slag,
smoothish tabular slag with large crinkles on one side
and fine ones on the other (often Roman) and also slag
Bloommy tap slag in practice ahvay contains agreat
deal of the element iron, Fe, andactually containsmore Fe
with distinct wood marks as if the slag has run into a
than the @being
smelted, which might be considered a
bed of

wasie of iron. However, this actual l u ~ is
s a double-edxed
.
sword First, the badnews: the Fe mixes with the unwanted,
the original queswith most
but signi$cant, minerak within the ore, [silica or sand, alution
may
be
answered
but
will
inevitably
throw up a
mina or clay etc] to produce a molten shg, which soIidijies
into the kind o f material"found on blwmerv
There ~.
is an
.... number of others.
,sites. -~
optimum amount of Fe required to minimise the slag bfreeMembers of WIRG are weloome to witness a smelt but
nmning temperaiure, &pending on the umvanted minerals
within the ore. Now the good news: once molten, the slag can numbers allowed on the site are limited by its size andbe nm-out (tqpe4Jrom thefurnace andmayfrom the
location. Each smelt lasts for approximately six hours
bloom, hence its name "tap slag". So,it is reamed that ifan from c. IOam to c.4pm. If any member would like to
art~J?cial8ource of Fe could be introduced into thefurnace,
visit and is willing to wait their turn, please get in touch
my with each charge, this would make more Fe available
with Brian Her1 Stirling Way, East Grinstead,
from within the ore, so improving the smelting efficiency.
~

West Sussex RH19 3HG. Tel: 01342 327032; e-mail:

brianherbert@btinternet.com

DMM

Adding hammer scale with the charge has been suggested in order tu reduce thefree-running temperahue of
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
.dug wirhin a bloomeryfurnace. Hammer scale i.sproduced
on the ,sw$ace of iron when it is being .mithed, ond mkes the
rron Research Group
f o m ofplarelets 2 to 5mm acrosr andabout 0.5mm thick, and
Winter meeting 2"d February 20°3 at Nutley
can,therefore, be considered an authentic product. Its min-
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Village Hall - further details later
Annual General Meeting : 19&July 2003 details
later.
A residential weekend course on Wealden iron
at Pyke House, Battle: 25-26 January 2003. Tutor:
Jeremy Hodgkinson. Booking details fiom Pyke
House, Upper Lake, Battle, Sussex TN33 OAN.

-
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Meeting should have been Westhawk not White Hawk.

Names and addresses for eontaet:
Chairman: Jeremy Hodgkiin, 3 Saxon Road, Worth,
Crawley
RH4 1SZ
Vice-chairman:
Mrs Dot Meades,
Normansland,Fairwarp, Uckfield, Sx TN22 3BS
H,, S~retary:M~~Ann callow, Glaziers Forge cottage, Dallington, E Sx TN21 9JJ
Historical Metallurgy Society
Treasurer: Reg Houghton, 17 Woodlands Close,
~
2003 at the Crawlev Down. W Sx RHzO 3LJ
Annual General Meeting 1 0 Mav
Royal Armouries, ~eeds: Focus: rksearch frame- Wirg web site: www.wealdeniron.org.uk (has a link to
the Historical Metallurgy site.
works in archaeometallurgy.
Annual Conference 12-14 Se~temberon Exmoor.
Focus non-ferrous industries and Roman iron pro- Copy dates for our publications:
For the WlRG Bulletin 31" March. Small pieces of
duction
orimnal
research welcomed. Please send to JH.
"
For the WIRG Newsletters: Autumn publication 7th
NEWS, NOTES and THINGS TO DO
October; Sorina
. - 7th February. Short articles on any aspect of the iron indusby, fdrthwming events, book rec i k s with tfie Historical MetauuW' Society- Our view$ etc. If sending by e-mail please send as an atchairman, Jeremy Hodgkinson is now a member of the tachment, not as part of the message. Short items are
for anything more than 800 words please
Council of the Historical Metallurgy Society. At the recent HMS conference on Wealden Iron held at Pyke wntoct the ~
dbefore
i sending
~
in,
~
~
House, Battle, Jeremy gave an excellent review of the
Wealden iron industry, making fun use of up-to-date TRACKS AND TRANSPORT
technology and Tim Smith, another member of our
committee and of HMS underrook the major part of or- One of the fascinating things about the study of Wealganizing the conference. Over many years, there has den Iron, is the way that new aspects of the study are
been a close relationship between our two organizations, wntinually being thrown up and new possibilities wme
to the benefit of each.
into discussion. Helen Pearce's discovery of the Dorchester firebacks is one instance and another was suggested by Ann Callow, who was pondering on the significance of tracks and depressions near Glazier's
Forge. It has often been suggested that we should include local tracks when we describe an iron site but with
so many sites and so many tracks in the Weald this
Firebacks. Please send in details of any that you find,
be an
task in itself In
like
with a description, date and where cast if known.
tracks tend to multiply and spread out over a considerable area; as one became impassable, another was cut
The Tebbutt Fund. This fund was set up in memory of nearby and this went on for cenhes,
our notable chairman and researcher. the late C F Tebbutt. Applications are invited firom members and others A trawl through Cleere and Crossley wnfnmed the imwho would like some help with the expenses incurred in
portance of main routes. There is evidence that the river
research into any aspect of the Wealden Iron Industry. Brede was used for transport in Roman times. Later,
The enquiry may be something on quite a small scale
furnaces and forges with easy routes to navigable rivers
and the fund can help with travelling and other expenses
or seaports had an economic advantage over those in
such as photocopying which may be involved. The re- more inaccessible areas. However, these apparently easy
sults of any such work will be published in one of the routes had disadvantages, not the least of which was inGroup's publications. Applications to the Hon Secreterception by enemies in time of war,or piracy. Often,
tary, Mrs Ann Callow (address below) who will pass
the ironmasters preferred or were obliged to take overthem on to the trustees of the fund for approval.
e lone delavs and
land routes to their markets in s ~ i t of
New iron sites. WIRG is anxious to have a comprehensive list of iron sites, no matter who finds them. Please
let JH know of any evidence you or fiiends find or any
references in books, theses, articles etc. (address below)

Correction:
The place-name given in the account of the Winter

local unpopularity when a combination of-bad ;eather
and heavy loads made the roads impassable.

WIRG NEWSLETTER NO 34
Apart from the major routes many local tracks were reto furnaces and forges for raw materials and
quired
products, to local markets and to embarkation points on
rivers and ports. Not to mention non- iron industry
tracks made by timber haulage for house and ship building, clay for brickmaking, and drove roads for animals
going to new pastures or markets. No wonder that, with
the notable exception of Ivan M a r g q for the Roman
era, no-one has attempted a comprehensive survey of
ancient roads and tracks.

-
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strong. They were attached to a padded wooden frame.
Donkeys had been seen canying sacks of charcoal supported on panniers in Afiica The sacks are large (mail
bag size) and stuffed to the top and laced up with a
length of cord or vine. The tracks we find are frequently
too narrow for carts but a train of pack horses or mules
could have camed considerable quantities of ore or
charcoal (remember Kipling's "four and twenty ponies,
trotting through the dark").

No doubt the discussion will go on. We hope others will
Ann made another observation, this time about Burwash join in our deliberations and perhaps present new eviForge. "We obseryed, on the green land to the west of dence. In the meantime, here is a little pictorial
the site, that there are narrow tracks up the steepest part 'evidence':
of the hill, which open out once the slope decreases, into
a very wide area bounded by ancient banked hedges.
Could this be a kind of marshalling yard? -you ~ n g
your goods in on carts and then offlosd them into
smaller amounts for taking down the steep slope to the
more restricted area of the forge (and vice versa for taking it away). The wide area was paved with forge bottoms.. ." By now, though, we had moved on from hacks
to transport.
The iron industry needed transport for three main items:
for charcoal, for iron ore and for iron products. Surmisingly little has been written about thd humble vehicles
and animals that were so extensively used. Shaker says
that most of the transport of charcoal and ore (wle and
mine) to the furnace, of sows to the forge and of the f i ished product to the water was in ox-wains (ox carts).
He quotes the inventory of Sheffield Furnace 1549, in
which there were "14 drawynge oxen for th' use of the
iron mylles there and two wyenmen (carters), hyred by
the year for all careges, and their weges yerly, every of
them Xlq (f2.00),a ly'ury (place to sleep?), mete and
drinke." Hogge and later Fuller paid the local farmers
by the load, to use their own animals and vehicles or to
bring in materials on horses backs. Oxen were particularly suitable for haulage in the Weald due to the heavy
nature of much of the clay. They could be used in ones
to twos to pull smallish carts, or by the dozen or more
for heavier loads. No doubt on lighter land ponies and
mules were used, both for pulling and as pack animals.

12th century ox cart made of woven willow

Hauling timber

Hursodrawn sledge, carrying ore

Written evidence is sparse about the vehicles the ani- (with acknowledgements to Hoover, HC and LH, Agricola,
De Re Metailica p 168, Dover Publicari~n~~,
New York,
mals pulled although we know that these must have
1950.)
ied according to the type of work. Pictures are more
helpful. Some kind of tug for the cannon, perhaps similar to known timber tugs? We discussed pack animals With thanks to Ann Callow, Brian Herbert, Tony
and the amount they could CW. Ten years ago we sawMeades, and Tim Smith. Any mistakes are my
Dot Meades.
mules were canying building materials through the responsibility.
steep and narrow cobbled of Granada. Their panniers
were woven of willow and thus were very light and

